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10h00: PhD defense of Navid Mahmoudian-Bidgoli

Compression for interactive communications of visual contents

Abstract: Interactive images and videos have received increasing attention due to the interesting features they provide. With
these contents, users can navigate within the content and explore the scene from the viewpoint they desire. The characteristics
of these media make their compression very challenging. On the one hand, the data is captured in high resolution (very large)
to experience a real sense of immersion. On the other hand, the user requests a small portion of the content during navigation.
This requires two characteristics: efficient compression of data by exploiting redundancies within the content (to lower the storage
cost), and random access ability to extract part of the compressed stream requested by the user (to lower the transmission rate).
Classical compression schemes can not handle random accessibility because they use a fixed pre-defined order of sources to
capture redundancies.

The purpose of this thesis is to provide new tools for interactive compression schemes of images. For that, as the first contribution,
we propose an evaluation framework by which we can compare different image/video interactive compression schemes. Moreover,
former theoretical studies show that random accessibility can be achieved using incremental codes with the same transmission cost
as non-interactive schemes and with reasonable storage overhead. Our second contribution is to build a generic coding scheme
that can deal with various interactive media. Using this generic coder, we then propose compression tools for 360-degree images
and 3D model texture maps with random access ability to extract the requested part. We also propose new representations for
these modalities. Finally, we study the effect of model selection on the compression rates of these interactive coders.

Room Petri-Turing:

14h: Presentation of Prof. João Ascenso, Instituto Superior Técnico, Portugal

Learning based Image Coding: Review, Evaluation and Standardization Efforts

Abstract: Image coding algorithms create compact representations of an image by exploiting its spatial redundancy and
perceptual irrelevance, taking into account the characteristics of the human visual system. Recently, data driven algorithms such as
neural networks based algorithms have attracted a lot of attention and have become a popular area of research and development.
In fact, deep neural networks provide nowadays state-of-the-art performance for several computer vision tasks, such as those
requiring high-level understanding of image semantics, e.g. image classification, object segmentation, saliency detection, but also
low-level image processing tasks, such as image denoising, inpainting and super-resolution. These promising results have led
to an increased interest in applying deep neural networks also to image coding. This is precisely the main focus of the JPEG AI
project, whose aim is to design a compact image representation model, learned from a large amount of visual data, capable of
efficiently represent the wide variety of visual content that is available today.

In this talk, some of the learning-based image coding already available are briefly reviewed in light of their main characteristics,
notably the neural network architecture and the strategy for model learning, including the quality metric used for optimization.
The potential of these solutions is then evaluated, both with subjective assessment procedures and objective quality metrics, and
compared with conventional image codecs (e.g. JPEG 2000 and HEVC Intra), which code the visual information with hand-crafted
transforms. Finally, recent activities in the JPEG AI group are briefly presented.

15h00: Presentation of Dr. Roberto Azevedo, Ecole Polytechnique Féderale de Lausanne, Switzerland

Quality of Experience of Omnidirectional Videos: Recent advances and challenges

Abstract: Virtual reality and immersive media technologies have recently drawn significant interest from both end users
and researchers, which has been resulting in many incremental advances in the last few years. As one of these new media
technologies, omnidirectional (or 360-degree) images and videos have gained popularity in many areas, such as entertainment,
education, and robotics. In particular, when consumed via head-mounted displays (HMDs), 360-degree videos support immersive
experiences allowing users to navigate with three degrees of freedom (3DoF). Such content, however, requires a massive amount
of data to be captured, processed, and transmitted, which challenges current technologies and infrastructure and calls for new and
radical solutions in media delivery pipeline. The new immersive and interactive features of 360-degree videos also brings many
new challenges with regards to measuring the user quality of experience (QoE). In this talk, I will overview recent advances in
omnidirectional image/video processing with a focus on recent techniques for visual and user experience quality assessment. In
particular, I will present some of the challenges on representation, coding, streaming, and quality assessment, and how current
processing techniques affect the overall user experience when consuming 360-degree videos via HMDs. Based on that, I will
discuss some of the solutions we have been developing in a recent joint project between EPFL and Youtube on 360-degree videos
QoE.
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